Glass Sanitizers/Machine Dishwash
A

A. BEER CLEAN®
JOHNSON DIVERSEY
Last Rinse Sanitizer
Contains Trichloromelamine (TCM) for effective sanitation of all bar glassware. Effective in
hot or cold water. Leaves no odor or aftertaste on bar glassware. Provides 100 parts per
million (ppm) available chlorine for an eight hour shift. Laboratory tested - will effectively act
as a sanitizer against E. coli and Staph. Supplied test strips assure required chlorine levels.
1/4 oz. Packet
100/cs.
15200095 90223
Low Suds Glass Cleaner - Electric Brush
Glass cleaner specifically designed for electric brush glass washing. Concentrated formula
for quick cleaning. Effective in hot or cold water. Brush and glass cleaner combination
effectively removes lipstick, grease and all protein matter. Contains water softeners to
enhance effectiveness. First tank only.
1/2 oz.
100/cs.
15200096 90224
Manual Brush Glass Cleaner
Glass cleaner specifically designed for manual brush glass washing. Concentrated formula
for quick cleaning. Effective in hot or cold water. Brush and glass cleaner combination
effectively removes lipstick, grease and all protein matter. Contains water softeners to
enhance effectiveness. First tank only.
1/2 oz. Packet
100/cs.
15200094 90221
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MACHINE DISHWASH
B. PINK BEADS HIGH SUDSING DETERGENT
PRIME SOURCE®
Economical. Can be used in hot or cold, soft or hard water. Fast-rinsing; saves time and
money. Biodegradable, so it's environmentally safe.
1/ea.
75004184 75004184 25 lb.
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CHEMICALS

C. SUPER CHLOR AUTOMATIC
PRIME SOURCE®
DISHWASHER DETERGENT
Non-foaming, fast-rinsing detergent. For use in automated dishwashers. Cuts through grease
and fats. Removes dried-on foods and films.
1/ea.
75004183 75004183 25 lb.
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D. PALMOLIVE® LIQUID GEL AUTOMATIC
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
DISHWASHING DETERGENT
Powdered, alkaline, automatic dishwasher detergent is effective in hard water and is low
foaming.
65 oz., Lemon
6/cs.
11900028 42702
E. SUNLIGHT® MACHINE
JOHNSON DIVERSEY
DISHWASHING DETERGENT
Sunlight for automatic dish machines is available in liquid and powder formulas. This is a
high alkaline, chlorinated, machine dishwashing formula with built-in sheeting action.
Liquid, 11/2 oz.
100/cs.
15200121 2979558
F. CASCADE® DISHWASHER DETERGENT
PROCTER & GAMBLE
Specially formulated for undercounter automatic dishwashing. Sheeting action for virtually
spotless dishes. Recommended for cleaning interior surfaces of coffee and tea equipment.
20 oz.
24/cs.
16900933 03086
45 oz.
12/cs.
16900092 34034
85 oz.
6/cs.
16909921 39921
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G. ELECTRASOL®
RECKITT BENCKISER
PowerBall® Automatic Dishwash Detergent 2-N-1 Tabs
Get your dishes clean without pre-washing. Electrasol PowerBall tabs' unique three-layer
design has the combined cleaning power: 1) Pre-Soakers that naturally break down
stubborn food stains like pasta and oatmeal, 2) Detergent that removes even the toughest
stains and gently scrubs your dishes, glasses and silverware clean, and 3) Jet-Dry
PowerBall Tabs Rinse Agent helps eliminate spots and film.
20 Tabs
160/cs.
58340919 77050
Automatic Dishwash Detergent
PowerPowder with deep cleaning power puts the latest in dishwashing technology into a
powder. Gently removes tough food stains, leaving dishes sparkling clean.
110 oz., Lemon Scent
5/cs.
58346493 76493

